Symantec™ Endpoint
Security Complete (SESC)
The Benefits of Upgrading Your
Endpoint Solution Today

Why Upgrade to SESC?
Either in the process of upgrading or renewing, this
document explains the value of the most awarded
Symantec Endpoint Security Complete solution,
delivering the most complete and integrated endpoint
security platform to protect all your traditional and
mobile endpoints. SESC combines all of Symantec’s
endpoint security technology including SEP, EDR,
Mobile Threat Defense, Active Directory Defense,
Behavioral Isolation, App Control, and Threat Hunting –
all in one package and one price. SESC is delivered with
a single agent per OS, vastly simplifying deployment
and can be managed on-prem, in the cloud, or hybrid.
Most new features strengthen Symantec Endpoint
Security Complete (SESC), and some apply to
Symantec Endpoint Security Enterprise (SESE).

SESC Benefits
1. Industry-leading
solution that addresses
threats across the
entire attack chain.

Latest
Product
Innovations
4. Latest security
features and technology
innovations are available
at no extra cost.

Best
Protection

2. Highest ROI with
easy deployment and
management as a
single-agent solution
combining many
innovative security
layers all in one.

Symantec
Endpoint
Security
Complete

Best Value

Broadest
Technical
Infrastructure
Coverage

3. Protection for corporate
and remote employees by
supporting all devices and
Operating Systems with
on-prem, cloud, or hybrid
management.

Best Protection
SESC delivers an industry-leading1 solution that addresses threats across
the entire attack chain.
• Attack Surface Reduction
• Attack Prevention

• Breach Prevention
• Detection and Response

Other solutions may only focus on a portion of the attack chain (i.e. detection and response), leading to
too many alerts and false positives. Prevention is also important. By stopping attacks at the beginning,
there will be fewer attacks and alerts. Symantec’s integration of all SESC security engines gives a better
view of threats across all layers. And Symantec’s largest customer base helps deliver the most complete
set of analytics resulting in better detection and prevention. To top it off, Symantec’s Global Intelligence
Network allows sharing of intelligence across product pillars, so that knowledge gained from network
security and information security can be used to enhance SESC.
Pre-Attack

ATTACK SURFACE
REDUCTION
• Breach Assessment
• Device Control
• Application Control
• Behavioral Isolation

Attack

ATTACK
PREVENTION
• Machine Learning-driven
Exploit and Malware Prevention
• Behavior-based Prevention
• Network Integrity, Wi-Fi
Reputation, and Smart VPN

Breach

BREACH
PREVENTION

Post Breach

DETECTION
AND RESPONSE

• Deception

• Flight Data Recorder

• Active Directory Defense

• Behavioral Forensics

• Auto-managed Policies

• Threat Hunter with Machine
Learning and Expert Analysis

• Network Firewall and
Intrusion Prevention

• Rapid Response

Single Agent for all operating systems: Windows, Mac, Linux, Windows S Mode, Android, and iOS—including servers
Global Intelligence Network: The world’s largest civilian cyber intelligence network
Integrated Cyber Defense: Enabling Symantec and third-party integrations

1 https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/symantec-is-ranked-as-leader-in-endpoint-security-by-top-tier-industry-analysts-en

Best Value
SESC delivers the best value through product quality and operational
savings. Security is in our DNA as evidenced by many years of endpoint
security leadership. Our continued innovation results in customers
investing in Symantec’s tried and true technology leading to our #1
market share.
By delivering a single-agent solution, single-console solution, customers
enjoy significant operational savings with fast deployment and easy
management. An added benefit for customers who work with us
as a single vendor for all endpoint security needs is the additional
administrative and dollar savings.

Broadest Infrastructure Coverage
SESC delivers complete protection so that you have no blindspots.
It secures all your devices (traditional, mobile, and server) and all key
Operating Systems (Windows, macOS, Linux, Android, iOS, and more).
In addition, whether your management model is on-premises, cloudbased, or a hybrid somewhere in-between, we are on that cloud journey
with you to support you every step of the way. Symantec understands
your needs because we’ve been protecting enterprises effectively for
decades.

Latest Product Innovations
During the subscription term, you have access to key features and architecture
changes that enable Maintenance benefits including uninterrupted security
protection and ongoing supportability. Latest product innovations keep your
product always up-to-date and deliver cutting-edge security features such as
Threat Hunter and Behavior Isolation:
• Single agent for attack surface reduction, attack prevention, breach prevention, and Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR)
• Threat Hunter is a proactive approach to threat detection. It provides machine learning and analyst
inputs to help SOC analysts detect bad actors and malicious activity on your network.
• Integration with third-party applications including Microsoft Graph, Open C2, and other Symantec
solutions through Symantec ICDx
• Behavior Isolation limits unusual and risky behaviors of trusted applications with minimal operational
impact. It is now available with improved performance for Application Isolation dashboard.

Online
Resources

• Symantec Endpoint Security Complete Product Page
• Symantec Endpoint Security Complete Data Sheet
• Industry Accolades and Customer Validation

For more product information: broadcom.com
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